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trust to common sense indications. If a person on,
sitting down immediately crosses his legs, throws back
his head, invite him to go down. These are the sure
signs of self-conscious superiority—of "knowingness."
Don't waste time with such people. Reject all
persons smelling of drink or tobacco.
Regarding those  selected, ask   them to neither
wish to be influenced nor desire not to ba, but piace
themselves in your hands and to follow your direc-
tions as faithfully as possible.  You can then use one
of the following methods to lessen their brain acti-
vity, arrest attention, and secure control over them.
Give all your directions in a firm, resolute, distinct,
but natural voice; tell each person upon the plat-
form "to place their left hand in the hollow of their
right hand palm uppermost."   Then see that this is
done.   Put a disc* in the centre of the uppermost
hand of each person, then raise both hands of each
within nine or twelve inches from their eyes.   Tell
them to look steadily at the object which you have
placed there until you give them permission to do-
otherwise; you will then proceed to mesmerise your
"own  subject" in the  ordinary  iway.     His  falling
asleep will arouse the attention of your audience, and
prepare the way for further effects.   During all this
time, your musician is playing as directed.   It is a
mere matter of form giving an old subject a disc to
look at, as you can control them without, but their
example has a silent and potent influence over the
rest, and materially helps to bring about the desired
result with the least fatigue to yourself.
You will now proceed to control your subjects.
Commence with one or two persons (who have been
influenced at some previous time. Take the disc, and
put it in your pocket, and in a bag which you may
have for the purpose. Tell the subject to "close his
eyes firmly or tightly," over which you >will make
*The discs are made of zinc, about the size and thick--
ness of a florin, having a copper rivet in the centre; the-
Tffiole amalgamated with mercury. They have a slight
voltaic influence and, are principally used for the above?
effect*.

